Santa Rosa Quilt Guild
May 2014
Block of the Month
Due June 5, 2014
Sample Block

EQ7

Flying Dutchman
The theme for 2014 Block of the Month program is “Good Foundations.” As the year progresses, the paper
pieced blocks will increase in complexity. We hope you enjoy learning and honing your skills with this precise
method of making quilt blocks.
Unfinished block is 6-1/2” square; finished is 6”. The pattern is attached to this direction sheet. Sew directly on
the pattern lines. Do not remove the paper (except where indicated otherwise).
1.

Separate the two sections of the

Piece #

Fabric Dimensions
and Value

pattern and paper piece according
to the colors show in the table.
2.

Align sections right sides togeth-

A1, A7, B1, B7
A4, A10, B4, B10

er with darks joining in the center. Pin the seam at each corner
and in the center; be sure the pin

Background

is in the same intersection on

2-1/2” X 4” dark
2-1/2” X 4” medium or
dark
Half Square Triangles
(HST) cut from 3”
squares. 8 squares = 16
HST’s. Color - beige print.

both sides.
3.

POSSIBLE QUILT LAYOUT

Set stitch length to 3.0 and
baste stitch at the corners and
center.

4.

Open the block to be sure your
points match. If so, reset stitch

2
1

length to 1.5 and sew the sections
together.
5.

After sewing the two sections
together, remove the paper along
that seam for easier pressing.

6. HAVE FUN!

3

5
4

If you have any questions about the process, please ask me at a meeting or email me
jimjens@sonic.net.

Jim Jensen & Marlene Sullivan
2014 Block of the Month Committee
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Pattern for "Flying Dutchman" as 6.000 by 6.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

